
SALES CIRCULAR No: D-11/2002  
  
 
  Memo No. Ch-11 / SE/Comml./R-16 
  Dated: 8.2.2002 
 
Subject: Conversion of LT Industrial connections to Agriculture Power 

connections. 
 
 
   Due to large number of pending applications for connection for tubewells 

under the agriculture category, several consumers obtained the same under the LT 

Industrial (SP) category. 

.   Since the connections were practically being used for agriculture purposes, 

an opportunity was offered to such consumers who obtained horticulture connections to 

convert the same to the Agriculture Category under the “Conversion Scheme” as per  

Sale Circular No. D-44/2000  issued  vide this office memo No.Ch-56/SE/Comml/R-16 

dt. 1.9.2000 and Sale Circular No. D-75/2001 issued vide this office memo No Ch-

93/SE/Comml/R-16 dated 21.9.2001.  Under the Scheme all those consumers who had 

obtained horticulture connections as on 27.8.2000 and were principally carrying on 

agriculture were allowed to convert to the Agriculture Category of tariff provided they 

deposited the entire principal defaulting amount & surcharge would be waived off. 

  

   Since some LT Industrial connections are practically being used for 

agricultural purposes, it has been decided by the Nigam to allow a one time facility for 

converting these horticulture and other LT Industrial connection into agriculture power  

category provided they make payment of the entire defaulting amount standing in their 

account upto 28.02.2002.  All such consumers who are  provided  horticulture and other 

LT  industrial connections but which are basically being used for agriculture purposes  

are to be covered under the scheme and surcharge will be waived off provided they 

deposit entire principal amount by 28.02.2002. 

   The consumers desiring such conversion are to make written application to 

the SDO concerned on or before 28.02.2002 along with payment of defaulting    amount 

(principal amount including SOP charges raised by audit, if any).  The SDO Op. shall get 

the matter verified within three working days as to whether the connection is being 

utilized for  agricultural purposes or not.  This verification report shall be examined by 

the SE/Op. concerned and final  orders passed for eligible consumers  by SE/Op.  under 

the conversion scheme.  All such connections shall be metered connections only.  These 

consumers shall be billed under the agriculture power category from the billing cycle 

next after 28.02.2002.  The application of such consumers pending for agriculture power 

connection, if any, will be cancelled simultaneously at the time of such conversion. 

   It may also be noted that connections being considered or released under 

the Tatkal Scheme and other money deposit schemes shall not be affected by the above 

sale circular. 



 

   The above instructions may please   be brought to the notice of all 

concerned for strict and meticulous compliance.  

 

 

 

 

         Sd/-    
       SE/Commercial, 
         for  G.M./Comml., DHBVN, Hisar. 
 


